Barbara Walters, Joy Behar, and Star Jones have hosted The __ __ Springer was a tabloid talk show host, and once mayor of Cincinnati
Jon Stewart's Daily Show airs on ___ Central
Jimmy __ began hosting the Tonight Show in 2014
Host Jimmy __ has had a long running 'feud' with Matt Damon
Chelsea __ premiered on E! in 2007
Dennis __ Live was a weekly talk show on HBO
Andy Richter was on Late Night with Conan ___ from 1993 to 2000
The Colbert Report is considered a news ___ show
Johnny Carson was host of The Tonight Show for ___ years
The Phil ___ Show aired from 1970 to 1996
Four U.S. Presidents were interviewed on the Merv ___ Show
He followed Johnny Carson on The Tonight Show
Craig ___ hosted the Daily Show before Jon Stewart
Craig ___ will leave the Late Late Show on CBS in December 2014
___ ___ was the host of The Tonight Show before Johnny Carson
Kids are Punny was a popular segment of the Rosie ___ Show
Elvis Presley and the Beatles first appeared on The Ed ___ Show
Greg Kinnear, John Henson and Aisha Tyler once hosted ___ ___
Ellen ___ starred in two sitcoms, as well as her own talk show since 2003
Kelly Ripa followed ___ ___ on Live with Regis
David ___ has been a talk show host since 1980 on two different networks
He has hosted TRL and Last Call
In Forrest Gump, Forrest appeared on The ___ Show
She hosted "Can we talk?" and The Late Show with ___ ___ in 1986
Tonight Starring ___ began in 1954 and ended in 1957
The Oprah Winfrey Show ran for ___ seasons
Bill Clinton played the sax on The ___ Show in 1992
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